: LAPACK vs. LINPACK, LU factorization, N = 500 which is generally the sustainable peak speed of these machines. We see that the speed of DGETRF is typically around 80% for the smaller machines, and an impressive 91% for one processor of a CRAY Y-MP, but the eciency declines for the larger supercomputers. In part this is because N = 500 is not a very big problem, so Table 4 extends the problem size to N = 1000 for a few selected machines, with better results. For suciently large N, the speed of DGETRF and many other block algorithms should approach that of DGEMM. We conclude this report by listing in Tables 5{20 the best megaop rates for a selection of LAPACK routines on the computers in this study. We include data for the matrix factorizations DGETRF, DPOTRF, DSYTRF, and DGEQRF, the matrix inversion routines DGETRI and DPOTRI, the reduction routines DGEHRD, DSYTRD, and DGEBRD, and, if available, the orthogonal transformation routine DORGQR. All of these are blocked routines, and we use the best blocksize for each routine. This assumes that the routine to set the block size, ILAENV, will be optimized for each environment, and in fact a block size other than the ve choices tested in the standard LAPACK timing suite may be the optimal one. The purpose here is not to benchmark the dierent computers, since most of this data was obtained under less than ideal conditions on a busy machine, but simply to demonstrate the performance of these block algorithms and, where the performance is low, identify areas for improvement in the BLAS or LAPACK routines. We specify \optimized BLAS" if anything other than the Fortran BLAS are used, but in many cases only some of the BLAS have been optimized and further improvements in the BLAS could be made (and may have been made since these timings were obtained).
Several changes that became eective with the August 1991 test release of LAPACK do not appear in the older data from the April 1990 test release. The LU factorization subroutine DGETRF was changed to a right-looking variant after the August 1991 test release, so the data reported for DGETRF is generally taken from DLUBR (which is no longer provided with LAPACK). The LU inverse routine DGETRI was changed for the August 1991 release to a faster variant which does more of its work in the Level 3 BLAS routines DGEMM. Timings for the orthogonal transformation routine DORGQR and for the band reduction routine DGEBRD are available only in the August 1991 and later test releases. Also, an UPLO parameter was added to DSYTRD; results reported for DSYTRD with no indication of UPLO='U' or UPLO='L' are from the April 1990 version which assumed lower triangular storage.
Most of the data uses the standard LAPACK data sets, which species matrices of order 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500, but in a few cases we have data for larger problems as well. For the CRAY Y-MP C90, some of the LAPACK routines are taken from CRAY's scientic library (libsci), but the block size was varied as in the other examples and the times for the best block size are shown. method (a block Crout LU factorization calling a right-looking algorithm within the block, for example) may give the best performance on a particular machine.
The choice of block size can have a signicant eect on performance, but similar results are often observed for a range of block sizes. For example, on one processor of a CRAY Y-MP C90, the dierence between the performance of a block algorithm for the worst block size is usually within about 10% of the performance with the best block size, and results within 5% of the best block size are common, so careful optimizations for each problem size may not be necessary.
Precise performance tuning is a dicult task. In principal, the optimal block sizes could depend on the machine conguration, problem dimensions, and user-controllable parameters such as the leading matrix dimension. In some environments, the machine conguration can change dynamically, further complicating this process. We used brute force during beta testing of LAPACK, running exhaustive tests on dierent machines, with ranges of block sizes and problem dimensions. This has produced a large volume of test results, too large for thorough human inspection and evaluation.
There appear to be at least three ways to choose block parameters. First, we could take the exhaustive tests we have done, nd the optimal block sizes, and store them in tables in subroutine ILAENV; each machine would require its own special tables. Second, we could devise an automatic installation procedure which could run just a few benchmarks and automatically produce the necessary tables. Third, we could devise algorithms which tuned themselves at run-time, choosing parameters automatically [5, 6] . The choice of method depends on the degree of portability we desire.
Timing and Performance Results
Over the course of the LAPACK project we have tested and tuned various algorithms and software in a number of dierent platforms [3, 4] . This was done with the help of test sites, including researchers from universities, research centers, and industry at over 50 locations in the United States, Canada, and 10 other countries. We are grateful to our friends and colleagues who have so generously contributed their time and computing resources to this project. We report some of their results in the tables that follow. Table 1 compares the performance of the block variants of the LU factorization for N = 500 on a number of dierent machines. We observe that the right-looking variant DLUBR gives the best performance in 10 of the 14 cases, and this was the variant nally chosen for the LAPACK routine DGETRF. Table 2 compares the performance of the block LU factorization routine DGETRF (using Level 3 BLAS) with its best blocksize to the unblocked routine DGETF2 (using Level 2 BLAS) and to the LINPACK routine DGEFA, which uses only Level 1 BLAS. We also compute the speedup over LINPACK to show the actual improvement of LAPACK's DGETRF over DGEFA. The speedups range from around 2 on single processors of a CRAY Y-MP and NEC SX2 to 10 on a single processor of an Alliant FX/80. In particular, we see considerable improvements for the multiprocessors in this study. Table 3 gives a measure of the eciency of the LAPACK routine DGETRF at N = 500. The eciency is measured against the matrix multiply DGEMM from the Level 3 BLAS, processed by the Level 3 BLAS. For example, if the block size is 32 for the Gaussian Elimination routine on a particular machine, then the matrix will be processed in groups of 32 columns at a time. All of the tuning parameters in LAPACK are set via the integer function subprogram ILAENV, which can be modied for the local environment [2] . Details of the memory hierarchy determine the block size that optimizes performance.
Performance Tuning
Performance tuning may not be of interest to users who wish to regard LAPACK as mailorder software. For those users, the Fortran BLAS, standard LAPACK, and the default blocking parameters in the auxiliary routine ILAENV are always an option. However, optimization of one or all three of these pieces may be necessary to achieve the best algorithm.
Thanks to strong support of the BLAS standard, the LAPACK approach of using the BLAS as building blocks has turned out to be a satisfactory mechanism for producing fast transportable code for dense linear algebra computations on shared memory machines. Gaussian elimination and its variants, QR decomposition, and the reductions to Hessenberg, tridiagonal and bidiagonal forms for eigenvalue or singular value computations all admit ecient block implementations using Level 3 BLAS [4, 11] . Such codes are often nearly as fast as full assembly language implementations for suciently large matrices, although assembly language versions are typically better for small problems. Parallelism, embedded in the BLAS, is generally useful only on suciently large problems, and can in fact slow down processing on small problems. This means that the number of processors exercised should ideally be a function of the problem size, something not always taken into account by existing BLAS implementations.
If a library of optimized BLAS exists and an LAPACK routine has been selected, the installer may wish to experiment with tuning parameters such as the block size. The most important issues aecting the choice of block size are A full set of optimized BLAS: Sometimes there isn't an advantage to using a blocked (Level 3 BLAS) algorithm over an unblocked (Level 2 BLAS) algorithm because some of the necessary BLAS have not been optimized. Level 3 BLAS vs. Level 2 BLAS: On some machines, the memory bandwidth is high enough that the Level 2 BLAS are as ecient as the Level 3 BLAS, and choosing NB = 1 (i.e., using the unblocked algorithm) gives much better performance. This is particularly true for the block formulations of the QR factorization and reduction routines, since the block algorithm requires more operations than the unblocked algorithm, and the extra work is justied only if the Level 3 BLAS are faster than the Level 2 BLAS.
Choice of block algorithm: Studies with dierent block algorithms for operations such as the LU factorization (DGETRF) often showed more dramatic dierences than the choice of block size within the same algorithm. Details are given in the following section.
Choice of unblocked algorithm: In LAPACK, the unblocked algorithm is always chosen to be the Level 2 BLAS equivalent of the higher level blocked algorithm, but a hybrid degrade for large problems; this property is frequently called scalability. For the subroutines in LAPACK, running time depends almost entirely on a problem's dimension alone, not just for algorithms with xed operation counts like Gaussian elimination, but also for routines that iterate (to nd eigenvalues). Hence we can do performance tuning for the average case with some condence that our optimizations will hold independent of the actual data.
Portability in its most inclusive sense means that the code is written in a standard language (say Fortran), and that the source code can be compiled on an arbitrary machine with an arbitrary Fortran compiler to produce a program that will run correctly and eciently. We call this the \mail order software" model of portability, since it reects the model used by software servers like netlib [10] . This notion of portability is quite demanding. It requires that all relevant properties of the computer's arithmetic and architecture be discovered at runtime within the connes of a Fortran code. For example, if the overow threshold is important to know for scaling purposes, it must be discovered at runtime without overowing, since overow is generally fatal. Such demands have resulted in quite large and sophisticated programs [12] which must be modied continually to deal with new architectures and software releases. The mail order software notion of portability also means that codes generally must be written for the worst possible machine expected to be used, thereby often degrading performance on all the others.
LAPACK Overview
Teams at the University of Tennessee, The University of California at Berkeley, the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, the Numerical Algorithms Group, Ltd., Cray Research Inc., Rice University, Argonne National Laboratory, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory have developed a transportable linear algebra library called LAPACK (short for Linear Algebra Package) [1] . The library is intended to provide a coordinated set of subroutines to solve the most common linear algebra problems and to run eciently on a wide range of high-performance computers.
LAPACK provides routines for solving systems of simultaneous linear equations, leastsquares solutions of linear systems of equations, eigenvalue problems and singular value problems. The associated matrix factorizations (LU, Cholesky, QR, SVD, Schur, generalized Schur) are provided, as are related computations such as reordering the Schur factorizations and estimating condition numbers. Matrices may be dense or banded, but there is no provisions for general sparse matrices. In all areas, similar functionality is provided for real and complex matrices, in both single and double precision. LAPACK is in the public domain and available from netlib.
The library is written in standard Fortran 77. The high performance is attained by doing most of the computation in the BLAS [9, 8] , a standardized set of matrix-vector and matrix-matrix subroutines. Although Fortran implementations of the BLAS are provided with LAPACK, and many optimizing compilers can recognize some of the parallel constructs in these codes, consistent high performance can generally be attained only by using implementations optimized for a specic machine. In particular, most of the parallelism in LAPACK is embedded in the BLAS and is invisible to the user.
Besides depending upon locally implemented BLAS, good performance also requires knowledge of certain machine-dependent block sizes, which are the sizes of the submatrices
Introduction
The goal of the LAPACK project was to modernize the widely used LINPACK [7] and EISPACK [14, 13] numerical linear algebra libraries to make them run eciently on shared memory vector and parallel processors. On these machines, LINPACK and EISPACK are inecient because their memory access patterns disregard the multilayered memory hierarchies of the machines and spend too much time moving data instead of doing useful oating point operations. LAPACK tries to cure this by reorganizing the algorithms to use a standardized set of block matrix operations known as the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms). These block operations can be optimized for each architecture to account for the memory hierarchy, and so provide a transportable way to achieve high eciency on diverse modern machines.
We say \transportable" instead of \portable" because for fastest possible performance LAPACK requires that highly optimized block matrix operations be already implemented on each machine. Many computer vendors and researchers have developed optimized versions of the BLAS for specic environments, and we report some of their results in the context of LAPACK in this paper. Among other things, e ciency means that the performance (measured in millions of oating point operations per second, or megaops) should not 
